Fake It ‘til You Make It

Life tips on having it all together
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THIS IS FINE.
What routine fuels you?
What boundaries need revised?
What one thing needs edited today?
when you thought everything would be easy peasy lemon squeezy but it's actually difficult difficult difficult lemon difficult
When you talk you are only repeating something you already know. But, if you listen you may learn something new.

Dalai Lama XIV
WHY, YES

I AM THE EXPERT!
When people disappoint us, it’s not due to their actions. It’s because their actions fell short of our expectations. You can’t control what people do, but you can choose not to let their actions drive your emotions. Be clearer about your expectations—or set more realistic ones.
Many great ideas have never seen the light of day due to perfectionism.

You don’t have to fix every flaw before seeking feedback. You just need to be proud of your progress.

Don’t wait to share a project until it’s done. Share it when what’s done so far reflects your potential.
Whatever you’re doing today, do it with the confidence of a 4 year old in a Batman t-shirt.
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